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The information flow property of Non-Interference was recently relaxed into Abstract Non-
Interference (ANI), a weakened version where attackers canonly observe properties of
data, rather than their exact value. ANI was originally defined on integers: a property mod-
els the set of numbers satisfying it. The present work proposes an Object-Oriented, Java-
based formulation of ANI, where data take the form of objects, and the observed property
comes to be their class. Relevant data are stored in fields; the execution of a program is
taken to be the invocation of some (public) method by an external user; a class issecureif,
for all its public methods, the class of its public data afterthe execution does not depend
on the initial class of its private data. The relation ANI lies in the representation of abstract
domains as class hierarchies: upper closure operators map objects into thesmallestclass
they belong to. An analyzer for a non-trivial subset of Java is illustrated, which is sound
since programs are never misclassified as secure.
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1. Introduction

Abstract Non-Interference (ANI)8 provided a well-founded and parametric frame-
work where the standard notion of Non-Interference (NI)10,16can be relaxed. Such
a weakening is useful since many programs do not satisfy NI because it requires
the separation between public (information every user can observe) and private
(to protect from unauthorized users) data to be complete; i.e., the public output
must not depend in any way on the private input (there are noillicit flows from
private to public data). In practice, it is often the case that some flow should be al-
lowed, as long as (i) attackers cannot detect them; or (ii) there is no need to protect
someaspectsof the revealed information. Several techniques have been proposed
for weakening NI; existing approaches either limit the observational power of at-
tackers, or declassify the released information. ANI belongs to the first family: it
considers attackers which can only observe properties of data (not exact,concrete
data). Therefore, an illicit flow may not be visible to attackers since the property
does not change; such a flow should be considered as harmless,and the program
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is safely accepted as secure. Properties are described by abstract domains.6

Abstract Non-Interference originally refers to simple imperative languages
with global integer variables. Data properties are sets of values (e.g.,to be evenis
the set of even numbers). Our work defines information flow in an Object-Oriented
framework, modeled on Java. Values take the form of objects.The main idea is to
see a class, which represents a collection of objects with the same structure, as an
abstract property: to observe a property amounts to see the class of the object the
property refers to. Class hierarchies describe abstract domains, the subclass rela-
tion being the partial ordering on abstract values (i.e., abstract properties). It must
be pointed out that type/class information has always been very useful in program
analysis;5,14,17 therefore, class-based reasoning in the framework of information
flow can be seen as an interesting approach. An analyzer is shown, which checks
ANI in method execution, relying on class-based dependencies for a non-trivial
subset of Java (exceptions and threads being the main missing features). Its pur-
pose is to check if the output class of non-private fields depends on the initial class
of secret fields; in this case, an illicitinformation flowis said to occur. The algo-
rithm is sound (a discussion on soundness is given), i.e., programs are rejected
if illicit flows may occur. Examples show methods which are safely detected as
secure even though the classical notion of NI is not satisfied.

Information flow security10,16 relies ondata dependencies.1,4 Standard infor-
mation flow for an OO framework considers data propagation from private to pub-
lic fields; it is analyzed by means of types12 or logic,2 the latter being potentially
more precise. The foundational work on ANI provided a set-theoretic definition of
secrecy in a simple imperative language. Attempts have beenmade to make ANI
algorithmically verifiable; a compositional proof system was proposed,9 which
checks ANI by inferring secrecy assertions via Hoare triples. Assertions are com-
bined syntactically to derive safety proofs; it is also shown how to derive attackers
which do not violate a security policy. ANI was recently extended to functional
languages;18 in this work, some ideas for an analysis algorithm were provided
as a type system. Data are equipped withsecurity typesdescribing the behav-
ior w.r.t. the private-public boundary. Type/class inference for OO languages14,17

aims at verifying that data cannot belong, at runtime, to thewrong class. The link
between type information and data properties has been underlined5 in Abstract
Interpretation. Since information flow and dependencies are closely related, ANI
involves a notion ofabstract data dependency,15 whose computation in the gen-
eral case is part of ongoing work.11

Introductory example Consider the recruitment unit of an enterprise (Fig. 1).
People applying for a job should fill in their personal data ina questionnaire; in
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order to avoid discriminating candidates on sex, race etc.,only a subset of data
(experience, skills, spoken languages) can be used in the (non-automatic) eval-
uation process. Let personal information be stored in objects of classCandidate;
some data in this class are sex-dependent, and are going to beused for bureaucratic
reasonsafter the candidates have been evaluated; this means that this information
exists in the database from the beginning, yet should be keptinvisible to evalu-
ators. In the spirit of OO programming, it makes sense to define two subclasses
FemaleCandidate andMaleCandidate of Candidate in order to consistently store
sex-dependent data. The information which should be used inthe evaluation pro-
cess can be fetched by calling the methodgetEvalData(CandidateID id)EvalData
a, which accesses aprivate Candidate object by itsid and returns anEvalData

object containing data to be evaluated. In the same spirit, the system, possi-
bly coming from previous uses, may implement two subclassesFemaleEvalData

and MaleEvalData of EvalData, and private methods (to be invoked by
getEvalData(id)) Candidate.ReleaseEvalData()EvalData in the superclass, and
the redefinedFemaleCandidate.ReleaseEvalData()FemaleEvalData and
MaleCandidate.ReleaseEvalData()MaleEvalData. Yet, in this case, the class of
the result ofgetEvalData(id) would reveal information about sex. Such a code is
not ill-designed w.r.t. the OO programming style; yet, it isnot adequate if security
requirements include forbidding the sex of candidates to berevealed.

Fig. 1. The introductory example

eval info

info
sex−dep eval info

Candidate
[releaseEvalData]

getEvalData
EvalData

MaleCandidate

FemaleCandidate
[releaseEvalData]

FemaleEvalData
getEvalData

2. Preliminaries

Abstract Interpretation Abstract Interpretation (AI)6 is a theory for systemati-
cally deriving non-standard, approximated program semantics.Abstract domains
can be formulated either in terms of Galois connections or closure operators.7 An

aIn this example and in the rest of the paper, the full notationfor method signatures will take the form
methodName(Param1class param1, ...,ParamKclass paramK)ReturnClass.
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upper closure operator(uco) on a poset〈C,≤〉 is a functionρ : C 7→ C mono-
tone, idempotent and extensive. The set of all ucos onC is UCO(C). A closure
operator is uniquely determined by the set of its fixpoints (calledabstract values);
this set is (isomorphic to) the abstract domainA approximating the concrete do-
mainC. A setX ⊆ C is the set of fixpoints of a uco iff it is aMoore-family, i.e.,
X = M(X) = {∧S | S ⊆ X}. In the following,ρ(v) will stand for ρ({v})

whenever{v} ∈ C. Abstraction formalizes the idea thatA is simpler thanC, be-
ing a subset. On the other hand, a computationfA onA can be less precise than
fC since valuesV ∈ C \ A cannot be used.fA approximatesfC by providing the
abstract version of constants and operators. It is asoundabstraction if the abstract
result is always a correct approximation of the concrete result: ∀x. fC(x) ≤ fA(x)

(read≤ asmore concreteor more precise). If 〈C,⊤,⊥,∨,∧〉 is a complete lat-
tice, then〈UCO(C) , TOP, ID,∨′,∧′〉, ordered pointwise, is also a complete lattice
where ID = λV.V describes the identity abstraction (A = C, no loss of infor-
mation) andTOP = λV.⊤ is the trivial abstraction mappingC into a singleton
A = {⊤}. Thereduced product⊓7 of a set{Ai} is the most abstract among the
domains which are more concrete than eachAi: formally, ⊓iAi = M(∪iAi).
Notation will be often abused by referring toρ as the set of its fixpoints; i.e.,
V ∈ ρ if V belongs to the domainA generated byρ. In the present work, AI plays
two roles: (i) providing the basis for defining the security property; (ii) giving the
background for developing the static analyzer.

Information Flow If a user wants to keep some data confidential, (s)he can take
as a requirement that information cannot go from private to public data. An un-
trusted user, which can only see public data, should not be able to guess anything
about what is protected (private). Such a policy allows programs to use private
data as long as the visible output does not reveal information about it. InNon-
Interference(NI),10 a programP is secureif any two runs only differing in their
privateinput (i.e., indistinguishable by an untrusted user) cannot be distinguished
by only observing thepublicoutput. Formally,

∀h1, h2, l1, l2. l1 = l2 =⇒ [[P ]]
L
(h1, l1) = [[P ]]

L
(h2, l2)

where[[P ]]
L
(h, l) is the public (low-security, L) part of [[P ]] on the input(h, l),

divided into a private (high-security, H) parth and a public partl. In other words,
there must be noinformation flowfrom h to l: h andl do not interfere.

Abstract Non-Interference Non-Interference can be weakened by modeling se-
crecy relatively to some observable property. The observational power of an at-
tacker is limited, and asecureprogram preserves secrecy only as regards the in-
formation the attacker can observe. Let the concrete domainbe the set of all prop-
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erties (e.g.,℘(N) for integers, where a property is identified with the setP ⊆ N of
values satisfying it), representing which values can be distinguished by attackers.
Ucos describe the ability of an attacker: if one has precision ρ, then (s)he can-
not distinguishv1 andv2 if ρ(v1) = ρ(v2) (i.e., values having the same property
w.r.t.ρ).P is secure for domainsη andρ (written [η]P(ρ)) if no flows are detected
by observing public input (resp. output) data only up to a precisionη (resp.ρ):

∀hi, li. η(l1) = η(l2) =⇒ ρ([[P ]]
L
(h1, l1)) = ρ([[P ]]

L
(h2, l2))

If l1 andl2 cannot be distinguished, then it is not possible to guessh from the (ab-
stracted) output. Standard NI is a special case of ANI, equivalent to[ID]P(ID) (no
abstraction). Unfortunately, flows may be detected, which are caused by a change
in the public instead of the private input. These flows are called deceptivesince
they are not really dangerous. A more general version of ANI,(η, φ, ρ)-secrecyb,
rules out deceptive flows by computing[[P ]] on an abstraction of the input:
∀hi, li. η(l1) = η(l2) =⇒ ρ([[P ]]L (φ(h1), η(l1))) = ρ([[P ]]L (φ(h2), η(l2)))

In the following, we deal with(ρ, ρ, ρ)-secrecy: the class hierarchy will identify
the abstract domain to be considered.

Fig. 2. The program and the attacker

pub datapriv data attacker
can call public methods

can access public fields

about private data
wants to infer something

C1
m1

1
(...)

m
k1

1
(...)

A realistic approach to OO Information Flow Most information flow prop-
erties were originally defined on simple languages. Yet, advanced features in
present-day OO languages make a correct definition much moredifficult to ob-
tain. Particularly, in order to reasonably adapt the NI notionwhat an attacker can
see at the output does not allow him or her to acquire (abstract) information about
secret inputto Java, we must clarify (i) what a running program is; (ii) what an
attacker is and can do; (iii) which data we want to protect (see Fig. 2 for a picture).

Running programs. A Java program is a collection of cooperating classes;
we are interested in detecting if the legal interaction witha classC may disclose
its protected data. Theprogram executiontakes the form of the invocation of a
public methodm of C; a class is secure if all its public methods are secure, i.e.,it

bThis version is calledabstract, opposed to thenarrow version in the previous definition.
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is not possible to access its private data by interacting with its public part.
Attackers. We see attackers as programs which can interact with external

classesC and aim at breaking their secrets by calling public methods.An attacker
cannot observe auxiliary information as the amount of allocated memory or the
execution time of, which would involve additional flows.

Public and private data. Java comes with field modifierspublic, private and
protected, which model security requirements by regulating data access. How-
ever, NI analysis does not only deal withdirect access: secret information should
notpropagatethrough the computation, as shown in the following code:

p u b l i c c l a s s D {
p u b l i c C l ; p r i v a t e C h ; p u b l i c C m( ) { re turn h ; } }

This declaration is legal; yet, the privateh is propagated via the return value ofm

(public); this means that NI may be violated without breaking the access policy.
Our security policy requires that there be no (abstract) flowfrom private to public
fields or return values. Iff is declared as private inD, then all the objects stored
in the fieldf of D objects are considered as private; if we want some objecto : D

not to protect its fieldf , then it must be an instance ofD′
< D, wheref is public.

3. Class-Oriented Abstract Non-Interference

ANI is parametric on the degree of precision attackers have in reading public in-
formation. Given a universe of values, properties are sets of values sharing some
common behavior. In an OO framework, classes have a similar purpose: they iden-
tify objects with the same internal structure. Therefore, modeling properties with
classes is quite natural. In our setting, program classes are the properties attackers
can observe. Identifying properties with classes reduces property checking to a
class-directed program analysis.14 Classes are ordered by the subclass relation: a
class is a superset of any subclass; a subclass models a sub-property, i.e., more
precise since it is satisfied by less values. NamesC, D etc. will denote either sets
of semantic values, classes or properties;o stands for objects or values. The sub-
class relationC′

< C is basicallyC′ ⊆ C if C′ andC are considered as sets of
values. The predicateo : C (or o ∈ C) holds if o has classC, while o :: C holds
iff o : C and there is noD < C s.t.o : D. Finally,C↓ = {D|D ⊑ C}.

Class hierarchies as abstract domains Consider an object setC and a concrete
domainC = ℘(C). A class hierarchy rooted atCc identifies a subset of properties
D ∈ C, i.e., an abstract domainρ; ρ(D), for D ∈ ℘(C), is the smallest class

cThat is, withC as the greatest class. Usually, we may want to ignore theObject superclass, thus
obtaining a set of hierarchies instead of a single hierarchyrooted atObject.
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D′ ∈ ρ s.t.D ⊑ D′. Sincemultiple inheritanceis not allowed in Java, generally
there is no subclassC of bothC1 andC2 which modelsC1 ∩C2 (unlessC1 < C2

or C2 < C1). Therefore, to haveρ closed under intersection, as required by ucos,
theBotρ empty class is supposed to exist for every hierarchyρ. As a consequence,
representable domains are those where classes are either related by< or disjoint;
languages allowing multiple inheritance do not suffer fromthis limitation.

The link to the Abstract Non-Interference theory The programP whose se-
crets are to be broken takes the form, at runtime, of a collectionO of objects and
C of classes.E denotes the set ofexecution states. The visible part ofε ∈ E con-
sists of public instance fields ofO objects, and public static fields ofC classes.
Let ε1, ε2 ∈ E ; the indistinguishability conditionIC (ε1, ε2) holds if (i) for every
C, o1, o2 : C (note the:) and public fieldf , the valueo1.f in ε1 ando2.f in ε2

belongs to the same class (∃D. ε1(o1.f) :: D ∧ ε2(o2.f) :: D); (ii) for every D

and public static fieldg, D.g belongs to the same class in both states.
Given two sequences of valuesv1 andv2, IC (v1, v2) is taken to be class equal-

ity for every two corresponding elements. The meaning of thecondition is that two
states cannot be distinguished by someone who can only checkthe class of pub-
lic data. An attacker may try to breakP secrets by runningo.m of o ∈ O, or
a staticC.m of C ∈ C. TheAbstract Non-Interference conditionANI (m) holds
for m if IC (ε1, ε2) ∧ IC (v1, v2) implies IC

(

[[o.m (v1)]]ε1
, [[o.m (v2)]]ε2

)

, where
[[o.m (v)]]ε is the state obtained by executingo.m with parametersv in ε (return
value included). This means that, after executingm in two states only differing (in
the abstract sense) in their private part, we cannot distinguish the output states. The
attacked programP is secure (writtenANI (P)) if this condition holds for every
public method. It is easy to see that this definition of Abstract Non-Interference is
quite close to the original one; in fact, it is an adaptation to our OO framework.

4. ANI analysis for class information

This section describes theclass-flowanalyzer in its main features. It is basically
an AI-based tool, implemented in theCiao3 system, which performs anabstract
executionof a method and tries to detect illicit abstract flows from private fields to
public fields or the returned value. Apart from some minor simplifications, Java is
supported in its main features, including static fields and methods, abstract classes
and polymorphism. Exceptions are the most important direction of future work.
Analysis relies onabstract statesσ ∈ E , which consist of a global part (the fixed
set of class fields) and the framestack storing local environments. We note that,
due to how private and public data are defined (Sec. 2), there is no need to keep
an abstractheap. σ(C.f) is the class of the fieldf of C in σ, while σ(x) refers
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to the class ofx in the active frame ofσ. Abstract states map fields and variables
to abstract valuesV = Cφ ∈ V , whereC is a set of classes andφ ∈ {H, L}

is a security flagindicating the security level of data. Private fields are initially
(C↓)H, whereC is the declared class.Least upper bound⊔ is C′φ′ ⊔ C′′φ′′ =

(C′ ∪ C′′)φ′⊔φ′′ , whereL ⊔ L = L andφ′ ⊔ φ′′ = H otherwise. In type theory,
types are a partial order, a type being an abstraction of a setof values;5 whenx

has typeτ , information about whichτ ′ ≤ τ it can belong to is lost. Using class sets
is more precise, and allows exploitingabstract declarations (Sec. 5). For example,
let D beabstract, D1, D2 < D. In our setting,{D1, D2}φ may be computed foro
declared asD; this is more precise than(D↓)φ = {D, D1, D2}φ, but still correct
since it describes the same set (D has no instances).

In Java, illicit flows come as (i) assignment of a private value to a public vari-
able or field (explicit flows); or (ii) execution of conditional statements or loop
whose guard depends on private data (implicit flows). In detecting explicit flows,
the main point is computing abstract values for expressions; a flow is soundly as-
sumed to exist if a private value is computed for an expression assigned to a public
v. Implicit flows are dealt with by means of a global analysis which remembers
the security level under which a command is executed: if an assignment to public
depends on a private guard, then its effect may cause an illicit flow.

Abstract values In x = e, e may be quite complicated: e.g., a method call with
side effects. Therefore, computing the security contentφe is non-trivial. Fig. 3
shows how abstract values are computed (ANALYZE is shown below). Theexpres-
sion semantics[[]]♯ takese, σ ∈ E andφ, and gives a pair (value, resulting state).

[[x]]
♯
φ (σ) =

〈

σ(x)φ, σ
〉

[[o.f ]]
♯
φ (σ) = LS

(

〈⊔ {σ′(C.f) | C ∈ Co} , σ′〉
φ
)

where 〈Co
φo

, σ′〉 = [[o]]♯φ (σ)

[[C.f ]]
♯
φ (σ) = LS

(

〈σ(C.f), σ〉
φ
)

[[o.m (p1, .., pk)]]♯φ (σ) = LS
(

ANALYZE σk
(Vo.m(V1, .., Vk))φ

)

where 〈Vo, σ0〉 = [[o]]♯φ (σ) and 〈Vi, σi〉 = [[pi]]
♯
φ (σi−1)

[[C.m (p1, .., pk)]]
♯
φ (σ0) = LS

(

ANALYZE σk
(({C}L).m(V1, .., Vk))

φ
)

where σ0 = σ and 〈Vi, σi〉 = [[pi]]
♯
φ (σi−1)

Fig. 3. Rules for analyzing expressions

The operator[]φ raisesthe security level of a value:(Cφ′)
φ′′

= Cφ′⊔φ′′ . The
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flagφ in [[e]]
♯
φ (σ) means thate is computed under a levelφ (see implicit flows).

The functionLS is only applied to the first element of the pair (i.e., the abstract
value); it lowers the flag of a value if the class set is a singleton: LS (〈Cφ, σ〉) is
〈CL, σ〉 if C is a singleton,〈Cφ, σ〉 otherwise. This function is very important since
it shows how abstract data dependencies may differ w.r.t. their concrete counter-
part. Let{C}φ be [[e]]

♯
φ′ (σ), ando be the object computed by runtime (concrete)

execution. Thus,o :: C certainly holds (soundness). Even ife contains private
data, it can be considered asL; in fact, illicit flows do not occur since the class of
o is constant. Typically,C is a singleton{C} if C has no subclasses; however, it
can be the case, as innew C(), that the class is unique althoughC has subclasses.

Methods and statements The functionANALYZE σ (V.m(. . . ))
φ, already used

above, performs the security analysis of methods. A method can be invoked as
a command (when there is no return value, or it is ignored), orinside expres-
sions. LetV andV1..Vk be abstract values obtained by previous computations.
The result ofANALYZE σ (V.m(V1..Vk))

φ′

is obtained by (the lub of) the abstract
execution inσ of each instanceC.m such thatV = Cφ andC ∈ C. More formally:

ANALYZE σ (Cφ.m(V1, .., Vk))φ′

= ⊔C∈C

(

ANALYZE σ (Cφ.m(V1, .., Vk))φ′
)

where⊔ works on both the return value and the final state. The notation Cφ

means that the flag of the caller is kept in the analysis of eachC method instance (it
is copied inthis). This is another difference with respect to standard information
flow analysis, and it is also applied to field access: usually,the analysis ofo.f or
o.m (. . . ) leads to anH flag whenevero is H. In our formulation, theH content of
o is not a sufficient condition to considero.f or o.m (. . . ) as private. For example,
let o : C be private, andC↓ = {C, C1, C2}. In all classes,f has classD, and
D↓ = {D} (i.e., no subclasses). In this case, regardless of whetherf is declared
as public or private,o.f is considered asL since its class is unique.

The analysis of a method body computes (abstract) commands and expres-
sions.σ [x← V ] (resp.σ [C.f ← V ]) is theupdatedstate obtained by storing the
abstract valueV in x (resp.C.f ); σ [C.f ← V ] is the set extension for eachC ∈ C.
Theupgradedstateσ′ = σ [v և V ] satisfiesσ′(v) = σ(v) ⊔ V .

Upgrading (instead of updating) is used since it is not knownwhich instances
C.f will be actually assigned; therefore, the initial value cannot be forgotten.

Example 4.1. Leto be given{D, D1}, andD1 < D. Leto.f beH beforeo.f = e,
ande beL. Updatingthe state would result in a finalL flag for bothD.f andD1.f ,
which is unsound if the runtime class ofo is D1, sinceD.f would be harmfully
considered asL. Yet,upgradingis sound sinceH is kept forD.f by lub.

The function[[b]]
♯
g (σ) computes, for a guardb, its flagφ in σ. Statesσ1 andσ2
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EXECσ (x = e)φ = σ′ ˆ

x← Cφ′

˜

where
˙

Cφ′ , σ′¸ = [[e]]♯φ (σ)

EXECσ (o.f = e)φ = σ′′ ˆ

C.f և C
′
φ′

˜

where
˙

Cφ, σ′¸ = [[o]]♯φ (σ) and
˙

C
′
φ′ , σ′′¸ = [[e]]♯φ

`

σ′´

EXECσ (if(b) s1 else s2)
φ = EXECσ1

(s1)
φ⊔φb ⊔ EXECσ2

(s2)
φ⊔φb

where (φb, σ1, σ2) = [[b]]♯g (σ)

are only different when we can infer something from the truthvalue: e.g., if
b is x instanceof C, assuming¬b means that its class is not a subclass ofC.
EXECσ (s)

φ means that the effects ofs on σ will be raised byφ (see def. of[[]]♯):
whenV is computed inσ, its flagφV is raised toφV ⊔ φ. This is important in
dealing with implicit flows, originating from non-public guards (i.e.,φ = H).

Global analysis and soundness The analyzer has aglobal part, dealing with
method invocation and the problems arising from mutual recursion; asecurity
signatureis maintained for every method instance; it is updated whenever the
method is successfully analyzed. If an instance is invoked when another activation
is already in the framestack, then the current security signature is used instead of
re-analyzing the method. A global fixpoint is performed; itsadherence to the usual
AI-based techniques for designing program analyzers ensures soundness. As for
the intra-body part of the analyzer, the main non-standard issue about soundness
is the correctness ofLS, argued above: the flag isL only if the class is a constant.
Because of this,[[]]♯ computes an over approximationCφ of theoptimal (the one
obtained by directly abstracting the concrete result) abstract value, i.e.,C is a
superset of the set of possible runtime classes, andφ is L only if indeed no flows
are possible. Soundness of the use of state upgrading is alsomotivated above.

5. An example

The code in Fig. 4 shows the main features of the analysis; it is possible to ac-
cept programs which would be rejected by a standard NI analyzer. We focus on
A.flow(D, D1)E. It computes an expression by calling three methods; we study
whether the return value depends on private information when d1 andd2 are pri-
vate. We note thatd1 may belong to any of theDx classes, but theabstractD
andD5. Therefore,m() must be evaluated for all non-abstract instances. The key
point in m() is that, although the declared return class beC, it can be statically
inferred to beC1 or C2. By lub,d1.m() yields{C1, C2}L. This was possible since
D is abstract, thusC (i.e., the return ofD.m) is not to be dealt with. Here, using
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c l a s s A { E f low (D d1 , D1 d2 ) { re turn ( ( d1 .m( ) ) . n ( d2 ) ) . met ( ) ; } }

c l a s s C { p u b l i c E f1 ; p r i v a t e E f2 ; E n (D d ) { re turn f2 ; } }
c l a s s C1 extends C { p r i v a t e E f2 ;

E n (D d ) { i f ( d i n s t a n c e o f D1){ re turn new E2 ( d ) } e l s e { re turn f2 }}}
c l a s s C2 extends C { p r i v a t e E f2 ; E n (D d ) { re turn new E2( d ) ; } }
c l a s s C3 extends C { p r i v a t e E f2 ;

E nn (E e ) { re turn new E ( ) ; }
E n ( ) { re turn nn ( f2 ) ; } }

a b s t r a c t c l a s s D { a b s t r a c t C m( ) ; }
c l a s s D1 extends D { C m( ) { re turn new C1 ( ) ; } }
c l a s s D3 , D4 extends D1 {}
c l a s s D2 extends D { C m( ) { re turn new C2 ( ) ; } }
a b s t r a c t c l a s s D5 extends D2 {}
c l a s s D6 , D7 extends D5 { C m( ) { re turn new C2 ( ) ; } }

c l a s s E { p r i v a t e C f p r ; p u b l i c C fpb ; C met ( ) { re turn fpb ; } }
c l a s s E1 , E2 extends E {}
c l a s s E3 extends E2 { C met ( ) { re turn f p r ; } }

D1

C1 C3

D2
E2E1

n

public
met

C2
C3

C1
C

C2

E3

(D5)

D6 D7

C E(D)
m

D3 D4

m

Fig. 4. The Java code (with abuse of syntax) and the abstract behavior of methods

sets of classes can indeed make a difference: excludingC.n() allows to get rid of
C.n, which returnsE. On the other hand, bothC1.n() andC2.n() returnE2 (in the
first, guard analysis was used to excludeelse). Finally, E2.met() is the onlymet

instance to consider. This shows another use of using class sets: we do not need to
consider the closure ofE2, which would have involved a flow from the privatefpr

via E3.met(). Instead, no illicit flows occur because the publicfpb is returned by
theE2 instance ofmet(); the final value comes to be{C, C1, C2, C3}L.

6. Conclusions and future work

The present work introduces a reformulation of Abstract Non-Interference for a
non-trivial subset of Java. By defining abstract propertiesas classes, detecting il-
licit information flows can be reduced to finding low securitydata whose class
after a method run depends on the initial class of some high security data. This is
a sort of type-based dependency analysis, tracking how class information propa-
gates. The result is substantially different from standardNI verification, since (i) it
models a weaker property, i.e., it does not distinguish between values of the same
class; and (ii) it is not completely syntax-based, so that data can be considered as
public even if they have private syntactic sub-parts (e.g.,o andf in o.f ).
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The main direction of future work is towards the implementation of a real
analyzer; the current tool is a prototype which can be improved and optimized
in several ways. This would lead to a more efficient and possibly more precise
analysis, capable of soundly accept a wider set of programs.Moreover, a larger
subset of Java would be worth considering, in particular theuse of exceptions.
Finally, this framework could be part of aProof-Carrying code13 architecture. In
a PCC Java framework, the code user wants to be sure that the bytecode program
(s)he receives is safe. The program is not executed unless the producer provides a
correctness proof for the desired security property. The inclusion into PCC would
involve the translation of the analysis (or of its results, by means of soundness of
the compiling process) to the bytecode level, since the consumer is interested in
verifying low-level programs.
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